Clean Energy Plan
Stakeholder Workshop #1

February 25, 2019
9:30am-4:30pm

William Ross Conference Room
Nature Research Center
11 West Jones Street | Raleigh, NC 27601

Agenda

The workshop is planned to be a highly participatory meeting, combining expert presentations with opportunities for dialogue among North Carolina stakeholders. Participants should plan to attend the full meeting and be prepared to participate in dialogue with other parties. There will be breaks throughout the day. This agenda provides a general overview of the workshop.

I. Welcome and Opening Remarks – 9:30 am
   Assistant Secretary Sheila Holman

II. Overview of Clean Energy Plan Process and Workshop Agenda
    North Carolina DEQ
    Rocky Mountain Institute

III. Presentations on North Carolina’s Electricity System and Regulatory Structures & Barriers
    Kate Konschnik
    Duke University Nicholas Institute

    Jonas Monast
    University of North Carolina Chapel Hill School of Law

IV. Presentations on DERs & Distribution Planning and Large-scale Renewable Energy
    Stephen Kalland
    North Carolina State University, Clean Energy Tech Center

    Brad Ives
    University of North Carolina Chapel Hill

V. Participant Perspectives Exercise
    Rocky Mountain Institute

VI. Lunch Noon – 1:00PM
VII. **Presentations on Grid Modernization & Resilience and Clean Energy's Impacts on Job Growth**
Robert Cox
UNC-Charlotte Energy Production & Infrastructure Center
Jeffrey Petrusa
RTI International

VIII. **Guiding Principles Exercise**
Rocky Mountain Institute

IX. **Small Group Breakouts to Prepare for April Presentations**
Rocky Mountain Institute

X. **Small Group Report Out and Next Steps**
Rocky Mountain Institute
North Carolina DEQ